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DISCLAIMER: The Australian Steel Institute Limited shall not be liable or responsible in any way whatsoever and expressly 
disclaims any liability or responsibility for any loss or damage, claim, proceedings costs or expenses howsoever incurred by any 
person whether the client or any third party and whether accruing under statute or in negligence, contract or otherwise at common 
law, including but without in any way limited to any loss or damage, claim proceedings costs or expenses incurred as a result of or in 
connection with the reliance whether whole or partial by any person as aforesaid upon any part of the contents of this advice. 
 

HIGH STRENGTH STRUCTURAL BOLT ASSEMBLIES TO 
AS/NZS 1252 

THE ISSUE 

Currently all high strength structural bolts manufactured to AS/NZS 1252:1996 are imported into 
Australia by a number of importers/distributors and the bolts come from a number of source 
countries. The issue for everyone in the Australian building industry is how to ensure that the 
bolts on a particular project actually comply with AS/NZS 1252:1996. 

Everyone in the steel industry involved with bolted connections—bolt importer/distributor, 
structural engineer, fabricator, erector and building contractor—has an interest and a 
responsibility to ensure that any bolts specified by the structural engineer to be high strength 
structural bolts to AS/NZS 1252:1996 actually do comply with all the requirements (not just 
some) of that Standard. 

RELEVANT AUSTRALIAN/NEW ZEALAND STANDARDS 

AS/NZS 1252:1996 is based on and, except for the marking requirements for the bolts and nuts, 
is technically equivalent to, the following ISO Standards for property class 8.8: 

—ISO 4775:1984 Hexagon nuts 

—ISO 7411:1984 Hexagon bolts 

—ISO 7415:1984 Plain washers 

Threads are ISO metric coarse pitch thread to AS 1275. 

High-strength bolts/nuts/washers to AS/NZS 1252:1996 may be supplied as an assembly and 
not as individual items (see AS/NZS 1252 Clause 1.6.3 Note). ASI recommends that this 
requirement be considered as essential since this ensures that the fit between the nut and the 
bolt is more likely to be picked up as being too loose or too tight before the bolt/nut assembly 
gets to site. It is extremely important that the thread on both the bolt and nut comply with 
AS 1275 particularly in situations where full tensioning of galvanised bolt/nut assemblies are 
involved. 

For the bolts, AS/NZS 1252:1996 specifies the shape, dimensions and finish while the materials 
and mechanical properties and the test methods are required to comply with AS 4291.1—2000.  

For the nuts, AS/NZS 1252:1996 specifies the shape, dimensions and finish while the material 
and test methods are required to comply with AS/NZS 4291.2:1995. The mechanical properties 
of nuts are required to comply with Table 3.1 of AS/NZS 1252:1996 and the proof loads with 
Table 3.2 of AS/NZS 1252:1996. 

For the flat round washers, Section 4 of AS/NZS 1252:1996 specifies shape, dimensions, finish, 
material and heat treatment. 

A summary of the technical requirements specified in AS/NZS 1252, AS 4291.1 and 
AS/NZS 4291.2 is contained in the Appendix to this Technical Note. 
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ISSUES IN RELATION TO AS/NZS 1252:1996 

(1) There are no provisions in the Standard for the minimum requirements of a certificate of 
compliance. Logically, for full compliance, all the requirements summarized in the 
Appendix to this Technical Note should be met. 

(2) Appendix A (Sampling Plan) is ‘Informative’ rather than ‘Normative’ thus resulting in there 
being no minimum testing requirements. 

(3) Appendix C of AS/NZS 1252:1996 contains a method of testing the anti-seizing properties 
of an assembly of high-strength steel bolts and nuts with corrosion-preventative coatings 
such as galvanising. This test is for a test assembly consisting of bolt/nut/washer. This 
Appendix is also only ‘Informative’ rather than ‘Normative’. 

(4) There are issues with AS/NZS 1252:1996 peculiar to the Australian market. 

(a) M20 bolts are not readily available to AS/NZS 1252:1996 dimensions due to 
ISO 7411 not being adopted internationally. M20 bolts are currently being supplied 
to AS 1252—1983 for dimensions and to AS/NZS 1252:1996 for materials and 
mechanical properties, which in turn calls up AS 4291.1—2000 for the properties. 
This adds some complexity when checking whether M20 bolts comply with the 
Standard. 

(b) The hardness requirement in AS/NZS 1252:1996 for hot-dipped galvanised washers 
was lowered to 26HRC. The specified hardness range for property class 8.8 in 
AS 4291.1—2000 is 23-34HRC. It is recommended that washers be manufactured 
with 35-45HRC (as required in AS/NZS 1252:1996 for other than hot-dipped 
galvanised washers) in order to avoid scouring of the washers when bolts are 
tensioned. 

SAMPLING PLAN PROVISIONS IN AS/NZS 1252:1996 

Appendix A of AS/NZS 1252:1996 requires that a lot consist of all items (either bolts, nuts, 
washers) of the same heat of steel and size (diameter and length). The number of test 
specimens for each lot is as set out in Table 1 below, taken from the Standard. Should any 
specimen fail to comply with ANY of the specified test values, DOUBLE the number of samples 
should be taken from the same lot and should be subjected to the same tests, and unless ALL 
of these comply with the relevant requirements, the whole lot should be REJECTED. 

TABLE   1 

NUMBER OF TEST SPECIMENS 

Number of pieces in lot 
Minimum number of 

samples 

 50 2 

>50 500 3 

>500 35,000 5 

>35,000  8 

 

This Appendix A is not ‘normative’ but rather is ‘informative’ and so is not compulsory. One 
issue with the Appendix is the fact that a ‘lot’ is defined as a function of both bolt diameter and 
length, resulting in tests being required for different lengths (which may vary by as little as 5 or 
10 mm) for each heat/diameter combination. Neither ISO 3269 nor BS EN 14399 appear to 
require test results for different lengths, so there is a good argument for accepting test results 
for every batch of the same diameter from the same heat. Changing either of these two 
variables then requires additional testing. For the purposes of the recommendations in this 
Technical Note, a lot can be accepted as a bolt diameter from an individual heat with the length 
variable not considered, except that separate testing might be considered for large differences 
in bolt lengths (say 50 mm to 100 mm) supplied to the same project. 
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AS 4100 PROVISIONS 

The 1990 and 1998 editions of AS 4100 ‘Steel structures’ contained no provisions in respect of 
certificates of compliance for bolts, unlike the provisions for steel for which a specific provision 
was specified. The 2012 Amendment to the 1998 edition of AS 4100 contains very specific 
provisions as follows: 

‘Test certificates that state that the bolts, nuts and washers comply with all the provisions 
of the appropriate Standard listed in Clause 2.3.1 shall constitute sufficient evidence of 
compliance with the appropriate Standard. Such test reports shall be provided by the bolt 
manufacturer or bolt importer and shall be carried out by an independent laboratory 
accredited by signatories to the International Laboratory Accreditation Corporation 
(Mutual Recognition Arrangement) (ILAC(MRA)) or the Asia Pacific Laboratory 
Accreditation Cooperation (APLAC) on behalf of the manufacturer, importer or customer. 
In the event of a dispute as to the compliance of the bolt, nut or washer with any of the 
Standards listed in Clause 2.3.1, the reference testing shall be carried out by independent 
laboratories accredited by signatories to ILAC(MRA) or APLAC.’ 

AS/NZS 1252 is a Standard listed in Clause 2.3.1 of AS 4100. 

INFORMATION THAT SHOULD BE SUPPLIED 

BOLT MANUFACTURER 

The bolt manufacturer should be able to supply one or both of the following documents: 

(a) product certification from an internationally recognised third party accreditation scheme 
including details of audits conducted. All information required under AS/NZS 1252:1996, 
AS 4291.1—2000 and AS/NZS 4291.2:1995 should be provided for each lot, the number 
of tests for each lot being in accordance with Appendix A of AS/NZS 1252:1996 (see 
Table 1 above). The Certifier should be accredited to the ISO/IEC Guide 28 standard and 
any auditor should meet the requirements of ISO/IEC Guide 65. The certification scheme 
should meet the criteria in ISO/IEC Guide 28 which require the manufacturer to maintain 
effective planning to control the quality of production as well as testing from samples of 
production and verification of conformance. 

(b) results from a sampling and testing plan for each lot that complies with Appendix A of 
AS/NZS 1252:1996 (see Table 1 above). All information required under 
AS/NZS 1252:1996, AS 4291.1—2000 and AS/NZS 4291.2:1995 should be provided for 
each lot. The test laboratory should be accredited to ILAC or APLAC and any auditor 
should meet the requirements of ISO/IEC Guide 65. 

Note that a lot for this purpose is defined as a bolt diameter from a particular heat of steel. Each 
lot should be identified for traceability and assembly testing in accordance with Appendix C of 
AS/NZS 1252:1996 should have been carried out if the bolts have been galvanised. 

BOLT IMPORTER/DISTRIBUTOR 

The bolt importer/distributor should be able to supply the above information from the bolt 
manufacturer and a letter stating compliance with AS/NZS 1252:1996, AS 4291.1—2000 and 
AS/NZS 4291.2:1995 should be provided for each lot. 

If the bolt importer/distributor cannot supply the above information from the bolt manufacturer, 
then the importer/distributor is obliged to undertake a sampling and testing programme using an 
ILAC or APLAC accredited laboratory and supply the results from a sampling and testing plan 
for each lot. All information required under AS/NZS 1252:1996, AS 4291.1—2000 and 
AS/NZS 4291.2:1995 should be provided for each lot. The test laboratory should be accredited 
to ILAC or APLAC and any auditor should meet the requirements of ISO/IEC Guide 65. 

Alternatively, the bolt importer/distributor can elect to carry out acceptance inspection in terms 
of ISO 3269: Fasteners—Acceptance inspection, which is intended to guide the purchaser as to 
whether, considering the limitations of inspection by attributes of a fastener lot, it is reasonable 
to assume that the delivered fasteners were manufactured to the nominated specification. 
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CUSTOMER/FABRICATOR/ERECTOR 

The Customer/Fabricator/Erector should insist that the above documentation for each lot be 
supplied with the supply of the bolts themselves. This should form a part of their Quality 
Assurance programme. Either the customer or fabricator or erector can engage a laboratory to 
undertake independent testing if so desired to verify the information supplied or to obtain any 
information that is missing. The test laboratory should be accredited to ILAC or APLAC and any 
auditor should meet the requirements of ISO/IEC Guide 65. 

ISO 3269:2000 is an international standard that provides an acceptance inspection procedure 
that the purchaser of fasteners must follow in order to determine whether a lot should be 
accepted or rejected, as noted above.  

Table 2 indicates the minimum level of information that should be in the possession of 
customer/fabricator/erector. 

TABLE  2 

Item 

Identification and address of the supplier 

Identification and address of the test laboratory and accreditation details of the test 
laboratory, details of laboratory accreditation 

Date of issue, page number on each page 

Test certificate number 

Batch and heat identification number for each lot 

Product identification for each lot 

Customer purchase order number and heat number for each lot 

Any other system reference numbers. These make sure that the product is fully traceable from 
the customer purchase order to the original steel used for the production of the products. 

Test, test specification, measured values in comparison to specification of all 
properties listed in the Appendix to this Technical Note for each lot 

Statement of full compliance referring to Australian Standard AS/NZS 1252:1996 for 
each lot 

Signature of authorised officer/position/name/date/accreditation 

Any further information or tests that may be requested or as agreed with the supplier 
but may incur extra cost. Such extras may include items like: 
A normative or more rigorous project specific sampling and testing regime than that 
in Appendix A of AS/NZS 1252:1996 which is currently informative. 

NOTE: All information should be in alphanumeric English. A lot for the purpose of this Table is 
defined as a bolt diameter from a particular heat of steel. 

 

TRACEABILITY 

A lot number is an alphanumeric code assigned by the manufacturer/distributor which identifies 
the manufacturer and the manufacturing lot number. Each diameter  length combination should 
have a separate lot number for traceability purposes. 

It is essential that bolt importers/distributors, fabricators and erectors ensure traceability of the 
bolts used in a particular project by way of identifying each bolt diameter  length combination 
using the lot number on the box in which the bolts are supplied. Where each lot number of bolts 
is used in the steel frame should also be recorded because once the bolts are removed from the 
box, they are no longer traceable unless a record is kept of what bolt diameter  length 
combination went where. 
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RESPONSIBILITY OF BOLT IMPORTERS/DISTRIBUTORS 

Bolt importers/distributors need to be in a position to supply the information noted above from 
the bolt manufacturer and any testing that they have had done in Australia. 

The present situation appears to be that few importers are able to supply manufacturers’ 
certificates and can supply only limited versions of certificates from a sampling and testing 
programme conducted in Australia and which are not always traceable to the lot numbers of 
bolts actually supplied to a particular project. It is the bolts importers/distributors responsibility 
to maintain traceability of information for every bolt supplied otherwise the issue of deceptive 
and misleading conduct arises under the Trade Practices Act. All necessary information noted 
above should be forwarded to the fabricator along with all other paperwork in connection with 
the bolts to be used on a particular project. 

RESPONSIBILITY OF FABRICATORS AND ERECTORS 

Both fabricators and erectors need to ensure that all necessary documentation noted above is 
available for every lot of bolts to be used on a project and maintain a register showing where 
each lot is used on a particular project. This should form part of a normal Quality Assurance 
system and should be forwarded to the builder and structural engineer for their information. If 
this is not done, both fabricators and erectors leave themselves open to a claim should an issue 
arise in connection with the bolted connections. As noted above, both fabricators and erectors 
need to consider whether to undertake their own testing, particularly if not satisfied with the 
level of documentation supplied by the bolt importer/distributor. 

RESPONSIBILITY OF STRUCTURAL ENGINEERS AND BUILDERS 

Both structural engineers and builders should insist on properly traceable documentation from 
the fabricator and erector, as well as a quality assurance record of what bolts were used in each 
bolted connection on a project and should not accept the steelwork on a project until satisfied 
fully about the status of the bolts. Both may need to consider whether to undertake their own 
testing if not satisfied by the level of documentation provided to them. 
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APPENDIX 

 

SUMMARY OF REQUIREMENTS OF BOLT STANDARDS 

PROPERTY 
AS/NZS 1252 
Clause/Table 

AS 4291.1 
Clause/Table 

BOLT   
Head marking C1.5.1  
Method of manufacture C2.1  
Dimensions T2.1  
Lengths—overall, unthreaded shank, max. grip T2.2  
Nominal thread length C2.2.5/T2.3  
Squareness C2.2.6.1/T2.1  
Concentricity C2.2.6.2/T2.1  
Symmetry C2.2.6.3/T2.1  
Straightness C2.2.8.2/Fig 2.3  
Screw threads—general, method of manufacture C2.2.4.1  
Screw threads—tolerance C2.2.4.2  
Chamfering and washer facing C2.2.7  
Underhead fillet C2.2.9  
Finish C2.2.10  
Steel chemistry and tempering temperature  T2 
Tensile strength, lower yield stress, hardness  T3 
Stress at 0.2% elongation, stress under proof load  T3 
Breaking torque, strength under wedge loading  T3 
Reduction in area and %elongation after fracture  T3 
Impact strength, head soundness  T3 
Max depth of complete decarburization  T3 
Min height of non-decarburized thread zone  T3 
Hardness after tempering and surface integrity  T3 
Test programme  T5 
Minimum ultimate tensile load  T6 
Proof load  T7 
Test methods  C8 
   

PROPERTY 
AS/NZS 1252 
Clause/Table 

AS/NZS 4291.2
Clause/Table 

NUT   
Marking C1.5.2  
Method of manufacture  C3.1 
Shape and dimensions Fig 3.1  
Screw threads—general and tolerances  C3.2.2  
Chamfering and face washing C3.2.3.1/Fig 3.1  
Countersinking C3.2.3.2  
Squareness and symmetry C3.2.4/Fig 3.1  
Finish C3.2.5  
Proof stress and hardness T3.1  
Proof loads T3.2  
Steel chemistry  T4 

WASHER   
Marking C1.5.3  
Dimensions and shape C4.1.1/Fig 4.1  
Flatness C4.1.2  
Finish C4.1.3  
Material C4.2.1  
Heat treatment C4.2.2  
Hardness C4.3  
Notation: Cx.x.x—Clause; Tx—Table 

 


